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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2018077436A1] A refrigerated sales cabinet comprises a cabinet body (4) providing a cabinet body (4) providing a refrigerated sales
space (6) for storing goods to be presented therein. The cabinet body (4) comprises a roof portion (8), with a night blind being attached to the front
of the roof portion (8), and a bottom front portion (22) extending upwardly from a substantially horizontal base plate (20); an access area extending
between the front of the roof portion (8) and the upper end of the bottom front portion (22); and a return air grille (26) arranged behind and adjacent
to the bottom front portion (22). The night blind (12) is movable between a daytime operating position, in which the lower end of the night blind
(12) is arranged in front of the roof portion (8) allowing access to the goods through the access area, and a nighttime operating position, in which
the lower end of the night blind (12) is arranged at a lower position in front of the return air grille (26), such that the access area is closed. The
refrigerated sales cabinet further comprises at least one night blind guiding element (28; 40) positioned on the return air grille (26) the at least one
night blind guiding element (28; 40) comprising a night blind receiving section (32; 46) which in connection with the rear face of the upper end of
the bottom front portion (22) of the cabinet body (4) forms a night blind receiving gap (38; 50), whereas the night blind receiving gap (38; 50) is
configured to receive the lower end of the night blind (12) therein and to keep the lower end of the night blind (12) in a position in the front region of
the return air grille (26) in the nighttime operating position.
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